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Introduction to Web Design Using Dreamweaver®, Student EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Introduction to Web Design Using Dreamweaver® provides students with step-by-step activities that teach the skills needed to plan and create Web sites. For use with Dreamweaver® MX, MX 2004, and 8. Includes information about Web design principles and activities that involve Flash® and Fireworks® application skills....
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Wikis: The Educator's Power ToolLinworth Publishing, 2010

	Wikis can be one of the most effective learning tools for today's teachers—if they're used correctly and appropriately. In many cases, educators have not been using this powerful Web 2.0-based tool to its complete potential. In today's demanding, fast-paced education environment, educators need to take full advantage of the...
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Color Atlas of Genetics, Third Edition (Flexibook)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2006

	
		A remarkable achievement by a single author ... concise but informative ... No geneticist or physician interested in genetic diseases should be without a copy of this remarkable edition. --American Journal of Medical Genetics

	
		More than ever, a solid understanding of genetics is a fundamental element of all medical...
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Principles of Space Instrument Design (Cambridge Aerospace Series)Cambridge University Press, 1998
Scientific observations from space require instruments which can operate in the orbital environment. The skills needed to design such special instruments span many disciplines. This book aims to bring together the elements of the design process. It is, first, a manual for the newly graduated engineer or physicist involved with the design of...
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Carpal Tunnel SyndromeSpringer, 2006

	Carpal tunnel syndrome is the most common hand problem, affecting as much as

	5% of the adult population; yet in the large majority of cases, the condition is idiopathic.

	While surgical treatment often results in improvement, residual loss of function

	and some persistence of symptoms are common. Clinicians still disagree as to...
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Data Structures and Algorithms in JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	The design and analysis of efficient data structures has long been recognized as a key component of the Computer Science curriculum. Goodrich, Tomassia and Goldwasser's approach to this classic topic is based on the object-oriented paradigm as the framework of choice for the design of data structures. For each ADT presented in the text,...
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The SAGE Encyclopedia of Trans StudiesSage Publications, 2021

	Transgender studies, broadly defined, has become increasingly prominent as a field of study over the past several decades, particularly in the last ten years. The experiences and rights of trans people have also increasingly become the subject of news coverage, such as the ability of trans people to access restrooms, their...
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Getting Started with Sun OnePrentice Hall, 2003
Direct from Sun, this is your step-by-step guide to delivering high-value solutions based on Sun ONE technologies. Sun ONE technical specialist Stacy Thurston brings together Sun's best practices for planning, designing, configuring, integrating, and implementing Sun ONE Internet infrastructures. Drawing on his immense experience supporting Sun ONE...
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Microsoft Excel 2013: Complete (Shelly Cashman Series)Course Technology PTR, 2013

	Introduce your students to the latest that Microsoft Office has to offer with the new generation of Shelly Cashman Series books! For the past three decades, the Shelly Cashman Series has effectively introduced computer skills to millions of students. With Microsoft Excel 2013, we're continuing our history of innovation by enhancing our...
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Making Sense of Online Learning: A Guide for Beginners and the Truly SkepticalJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
If you need quick, targeted baseline knowledge about using technology for teaching and learning, Making Sense of Online Learning is for you. This practical, no-nonsense primer will help you understand how online learning technologies work and how they fit into your organization. You’ll gain a working knowledge of important topics...
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Web Portals: The New Gateways to Internet Information and ServicesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
A Web portal is a special web site designed to act as a gateway giving convenient access to other related sites. This book investigates the various types of portals and describes how they can be used in business applications. After considering the nature of portals, the book describes the first general portals like Yahoo, and how they came into...
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The System Designer's Guide to VHDL-AMS (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
The demand is exploding for complete, integrated systems that sense, process, manipulate, and control complex entities such as sound, images, text, motion, and environmental conditions. These systems, from hand-held devices to automotive sub-systems to aerospace vehicles, employ electronics to manage and adapt to a world that is, predominantly,...
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